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We’re in the money…………………..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In June 2012, the Treasurer announced the State Budget for 2012-13.As well as  TAM bids for Collection storage improvements and building maintenance , the State Budget  also included some very welcome funding announcements for the State Library. We have had significant success in the capital funding round for the coming years by successfully proposing two major projects: Digitisation for           2012 - 2016    TOTAL $22.4 M            2012-13 $4.1 MRegional DeliveryProgramThis major funding for digitisation will enable us to generate 12 million images or page views over the next decade at a total cost of $55 M. Heritage Discovery    2012 - 2015    TOTAL $10.2 M              2012-13 $4.6 Mand AssetManagement (ie state of the art discovery and other infrastructure improvements



Business / case(s)
Success!.....NSW Treasury TAM Funding for two business cases

• $72M over 10 years

• Standalone but interrelated

Digitisation for 
Regional 
Delivery

Heritage 
Discovery and 
Asset 
Management
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Program funding/$32.6m for first 4 years

1. Digitisation Program ($22m over first four years  - $62m over 10 years)
• Fast tracking our digitisation program
• Digitising 52 of our most iconic, at risk and valuable collections
• Will create ~>12 million images over next 10 years
• Engaging external partners for 80% of work

2. Digital Infrastructure Program ($10.2m over four years)
• Renew our aging infrastructure and technology systems
• Integrating archive management with collection management
• Innovative interfaces and  collaborative spaces 
• New website, new Discovery layer
• Key collections accessible online to anyone, any time on any device
• Digital by Default

.



Digitisation / a comparison
The old days - ~ 30,000 p.a.

DEP  - ~12M over 10 years

Total SLNSW Collection
Estimated at 750,000,000 
pages/images/items
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Our problemWe were constrained in our ability to digitise more than 30,000 images per year.Inhouse boutique approach, high standards, low throughputThe previous model did not allow us to ramp up production to the level required – at 30,000 images per year – would take over 400 yearsThe green area (which is not to scale) highlights the 52 collections included in this program (This slide exaggerates the amount we will digitise of our collection)We would never digitise the whole collection nor would we need or want to –  too costly, would not give as the return as too much duplicationThere is therefore very little risk posed by not doing the grey area.



challenges/ issues
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• Budget
• BC Forecast vs actual budget
• Need to spend in effective and timely 

manner, adjustments required 
• Need to continually reassess funding 

focus

• New funding initiatives
• Sponsorship
• Special interest groups
• Crowdfunding
• Additional Treasury funding

Our challenges/ project/financial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project Governance Board established Project Control Group and specific working groups establishedProcurement and Probity framework established Project budgets validated on a FY yearly cycleProject cost tracking established with FinanceExecutive reporting establishedThe biggest challenge has been to start spending quickly to meet target of $8.74m in the first yearThe approach was to try identify high volume relatively straightforward material in the first year, and newspapers on microfilm were chosen, utilising preexisting workflows, standards and logistics developed for the Australian Newspaper Digitisation Plan.  This involved an MOU with the National library for $10.2m over 3 years which has been complex to set up.  Challenges over processes, ICT capacity and other issues (see below) have taken time, and ideally we would have allowed for less expenditure in the first year. Mass book and manuscript projects were also scoped and planned but each were delayed due to complexity, organisation un-preparedness and procurement delays.A number of collection types were targeted for upcoming years and methodologies and requirements were tested  via Pilot ProjectsDigitisation is complex – each kind of material has its own requirements - it is a cutting edge project both locally and globallyEach different type of material – photography, objects, books, newspapers, pictures, oral history, maps, stamps, coins – has its own challenges. Each requires a different approach to data capture, meta data,  handling items, security, the specific type of scanner and where it can be doneThis can mean multiple contracts with different providers. 



• Project management framework
• introduce and promote
• Re-establishment of DPO after 

divisional restructure
• 1 year and 3 year planning cycle

• Governance – structural review

Our challenges/ project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SLNSW had some history of successful project management ( e.g. e Records project) but overall needs to change culture to successfully integrate projects sensibility and methodology throughout organization Divisional and Branch restructures have had impact on Program Management Office – currently repurposed to focus on digitisation only and will be reborn with in the Digitisation & Imaging  branchProject Governance Board established but reviewed and restructured in Yr to 2 committee model ( in next slide)Planning for each Financial year’s digitisation projects begins 7 months prior to submission of plan to PGB for approval.Planning has an immediate year focus but a 3 year longer viewThus allows collections to be better scoped and prepared and allows vendors greater confidence in a long term, larger scale program of workAssists vendors in committing  to staffing  and equipment expenditure over a longer period
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Original Governance model had only one Digitisation Project  Control Group, (supported by Project-specific Working Groups and reporting to the Program Governance Board) with representative across all aspects of the Program.In 2015, the model was reviewed and a dual steering committee model was instigated.The binary model allowed better focus on the two distinct but related areas of:selection /prioritisation and curatorial/exhibition concernsimplementation, technical, budget and project delivery



Readiness of collections for digitisation

• Critical knowledge of collections
• Nature
• Composition/size/scope creep
• Condition
• Metadata requirements
• Copyright
• Logistics, packing

• Pre and Post digitisation requirements

Our challenges/ collections
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Presentation Notes
Digitisation is complex – each kind of material has its own requirements - it is a cutting edge project both locally and globallyEach different type of material – photography, objects, books, newspapers, pictures, oral history, maps, stamps, coins – has its own challenges. Each requires a different approach to data capture, meta data,  handling items, security, the specific type of scanner and where it can be doneThis can mean multiple contracts with different providersFor example, scanners vary from small office scanners to large scale flat ones, to mechanized scanners with auto feed, to book scanners.  Each is different. A particular challenge is oral history held on old reel to reel and cassette tapes where it is difficult to index and collect data. There have been some challenges with meta data standards – we do the high level and pre work data entry; our separate project on digitizing the catalogues is helpful but the problem is granularity -  lots of items are not catalogued as they are within collections.  Digitising oral history has particular challenges. Security and safety of collections has to be considered at all stagesFor each package of work we have had to address security – some low value material such as microfiche can go off site but high value items such as books need to be scanned on site and in a secure location.  Also some items are incredibly fragile and require specialized equipment. As a result anything of moderately high value and/or vulnerable needs to be scanned on SL premises with our level of security.  This includes police checks on staff involved.This is a cutting edge project globallyThe leaders in this field have been the State Library of Bavaria and the British Library (who have worked with Google).  The National Library of Australia has not done books but only newspapers.   Scanning material of this variety and complexity is unusual in both the public and private sector,  so everyone is learning on the job.  There are no standard approaches, or documentation.We have embedded the project across the SLNSWThe project has involved considerable culture change internally and at first there was a strong division between those involved and those not.  This is changing as digitization is incorporated into areas such as conservation and other sections.  The challenge will be long term sustainability once the project ends, given that this will only achieve digitization of around 10% of our collections.There are also knock on implications for us in relation to our internal systems and enterprise architecture. 
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Selection
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QA
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Ingestion (DAM)
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Access
Innovate/Transcend

Planning
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Digitisation is a complex end to end process.  The actual scanning or photography is a relatively small part of it



• Staffing
• skill sets
• Numbers/types of roles
• Reporting structures – embedded,  matrix
• High ratio of staff costs to external 

digitisation expenditure
• SME’s – project vs BAU responsibilities

Our challenges/ staffing
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Some staff expertise in traditional Library,  archival and collection skills sets was presentNeed to increase this by:expanding size of teamsNeed to introduce new skills sets:Audio and moving imageProject managementVendor mangementProcurementQuality assurance



• Due diligence
• Vendor understanding of SOR
• Proof of Concept in RFP stage
• Mass digitisation sensibility
• Sampling ratio 

• Acceptance criteria
• Critical/Major/minor defects

• Burden of QA – staffing/time/costs
• Potential for automation

Our challenges/ Quality assurance
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Large scale projects require new approach to QAVolume means that sensible sample based approaches were requiredSmart use of automated processes:Validator by CCS – DSM book project in 2013-14Auto checked 1.3M tiff page images1.3M ALTO files for empirical metadata and format compliance and any other attributes that can be defined as a metricValidator used in Tribune negative project with less success due to many critical defect element nedind to be assessed visually by trained staffDobbin used very successfully in audio QA projects



• In-house Procurement expertise low
• ICT Services Scheme
• G02” Digitisation as a Service” category
• MoU’s and direct negotiation with NLA
• Market Capability and Capacity to digitise cultural 

collections – limited at present
• Time and effort to develop industry
• Fostering procurement, contract and vendor 

management skills in-house
• New models of engagement

Our challenges/ procurement



Fosterng Partnership with Industry

Capability
Capacity
….and … Heritage 

Digitisation Panel

Open Digitisation 
Partnership 
Program



• Development of Statements of Requirements for 
each collection & format

• Standards and specification
• Vendor understanding and capability to deliver
• Mass  vs Specialised
• MVP and Fit for Purpose
• Essential Characteristics of a wide range of  formats
• Artefact  vs Content and Preservation vs Access

Our challenges/ requirements



• Reporting and audit obligations
• Development of meaningful metrics
• KPI’s
• Reconciling:

• high throughput/low cost metrics
with 

• high resource/high cost metrics
and with non-metric outcomes

• Benefits Realisation

Our challenges/ KPI & BR



Exceed business case forecast (goal)
Strategic Direction:

Transition to BAU
Effective and painless procurement
Workflow and systems improvement
Greater industry skills and capacity
Greater GLAM sector engagement

What / next ? 2016 to 2021



Scott Wajon
Manager Digitisation & Imaging
State Library of NSW

Thank You/ Questions?
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